How cheerfully he seems to stride
And drill for information;
And gladly share on every side
Each choice interpretation.

INDIANA SOIL SCIENTIST ORGANIZE
D. P. Franzmeier

About 40 soil scientists met in Indianapolis on September 27 and voted unanimously to form an association. Possible goals of the association were discussed relative to goals of other organizations such as the Soil Science Society of America, Soil Conservation Society of America, and Indiana Academy of Science. The general nature of registration laws and the experiences of other states were explained and discussed in some detail. Administrators representing the Soil Conservation Service and the Indiana Department of Natural Resources told the scientists how associations and registration laws were viewed by administrators in their organizations. The following officers were elected:

Frank Kirschner, SCS  President
Stan Murdock, Private Practice  Vice President
Al Zachary, Purdue  Treasurer
Al Nickell, SCS  Secretary

The officers will draw up a set of by-laws and a constitution to present to the membership soon.

Several state organizations are operative and more are being informed. SSH readers are interested in keeping up with latest developments. Let us hear what your organizations are doing.